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EIS: KEY TO ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTS

(Washington, D.C.: Information Resources Press, 12 issues per year plus cumulative index) $200 per year, domestic USA, $225, foreign.

_EIS: Key to Environmental Impact Statements_ is a new service publication that is being offered to organizations which cope with environmental impact statements. Its function is the indexing and abstracting of impact statements. The abridged sample issue indicates a sensible organization. The indices are by subject, geography, and agency. The abstracts are listed under titles: air transportation, energy, hazardous substances, etc. The abstracts are composed of sections for purpose or issue, positive impact and mitigating actions, negative impact, and alternatives considered. The publisher states that the abstracts will be 300-500 words in length and that about 1,000 abstracts will be published per year. Organizations with computer capability will be able to obtain _EIS_ on an annual searchable tape. _EIS_ has promise of becoming an essential tool in the development of both individual impact statements and policy, since resource managers will find it useful not only in searching for models of specific statement problems but also in developing an overview of the operational problems of environmental policy.
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